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Synopsis

Rand McNally’s folded map for North Carolina is a must-have for anyone traveling in or through the state, offering unbeatable accuracy and reliability at a great price. Our trusted cartography shows all Interstate, U.S., state, and county highways and much more. Points of interest State park chart State mileage chart Driving times map On-the-road toolbox Visitor center information Climate data State facts & symbols Easy-to-use legend Detailed indexed Detailed maps include: Asheville, Charlotte, Fayetteville, Gastonia, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill, Wilmington, Winston-Salem/Greensboro/High Point
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Customer Reviews

This is a nice map for the whole state of NC. But I wish they would make map books again. If you need to see side roads in small towns like Apex and Cary, you won’t be able to buy a map book online. You have to go digital. May actually have to visit those small towns and get a map there.

We were attending a granddaughter’s wedding in North Carolina. The map was just what we needed to find the quickest way from Ohio to the city in N.C. It’s large, the highways are clearly marked and easy to see, and the insets are very helpful. I simply highlighted our route. Once we were near the town, I asked my smart phone to lead us to the hotel - which it did. I know I could have used the map app on my phone, but having a large, tangible map handy gives me a broader visual of our progress and bearings.
Great detail, very good map. Wish I had paid attention to where it shipped from. I live in Virginia, planned for a North Carolina vacation and needed an up to date map. This was advertised as least expensive and free shipping, I wish I made paid attention to the fact that it's being shipped from England. I made my purchase a week before my planned vacation, this map arrived by mail a week after I returned from vacation. Great map, but next time I will look for a map that I can get in a more timely manner.

They are good quality maps. Most recent I could find. Dated 2010. Sold on at a lesser price than at land bookstores, so do the math. And I don't belong to that big auto insurance company that gives you maps and routing, so this was the next best thing. Use Google for routing and get the state map here to make sure you are where you should be OR that your navigator is taking you correctly. (Ours made a few mistakes--we were heading south and it adamantly wanted to take us north).

We was looking for a good state map for our trip. This gave us everything we needed for this state.

We recently moved to North Carolina from Virginia and wanted a glove box map of the state to serve as a backup for our phone GPS. Picked up one for both vehicles.

The Travelwey travel clock was not as I had hoped: No cover, It was too large and heavy for packing. I wrote Travelywey to see about returning it, but have not heard from them yet.

The map is not current. I recently drove on a toll road near Raleigh that is not even on this map.
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